Background: International correlational analyses have suggested a strong positive association between fat consumption and breast cancer incidence, especially among postmenopausal women. However, case-control studies have been taken to indicate a weaker association, and a recent, pooled cohort analysis reported little evidence of an association. Differences among study results could be due to differences in the populations studied, differences in the control for total energy intake, recall bias in the case-control studies, and dietary measurement error biases. Existing measurement error models assume either that the sample data used to validate dietary self-report instruments are without measurement error or that any such error is independent of both the true dietary exposure and other study subject characteristics. However, growing evidence indicates that total energy and, presumably, both total fat and percent energy from fat are increasingly underreported as percent body fat increases. Purpose: A relaxed dietary measurement model is introduced that allows all measurement error parameters to depend on body mass index (weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters) and incorporates a random underreporting quantity that applies to each dietary self-report instrument. The model was applied to results from international correlational analyses to determine whether the differing associations between dietary fat and postmenopausal breast cancer can be explained by measurement errors in dietary assessment Methods: The relaxed measurement model was developed by use of data on total fat intake and percent energy from fat from 4-day food records (4DFRs) and food-frequency questionnaires ( 
The hypothesis that a low-fat diet may reduce the risk for breast cancer has been promulgated for several decades. Experimental studies in rodents {1-3) indicate specific roles for both fat reduction and calorie restriction in inhibiting mammary tumorigenesis. International correlational studies (4, 5) suggest strong relationships between breast cancer incidence and mortality and fat consumption, particularly for postmenopausal women, and they gain support from time trend and migrant studies. For example, Prentice and Sheppard (5) used breast cancer incidence rates among women in the age range of 55-69 years in 21 countries with representative cancer registration and per capita nutrient supply data to suggest that a 50% reduction in total fat intake in the United States could eventually reduce postmenopausal breast cancer incidence rates to about 40% of present levels. There have been a large number of case-control studies of this association reported during the past two decades. Howe et al. (6~) carried out a joint analysis of the data from 12 such case-control studies that included 4247 breast cancer patients and 6095 control subjects; about two thirds of both groups were postmenopausal. The authors reported a highly significant (/ > <.0001) positive association between breast cancer risk and estimated total fat intake among postmenopausal women, with estimated relative risks (RRs) of 1.00, 1.20, 1.24, 1.24, and 1.46 across fat-intake quintiles. However, this trend was interpreted as being less than would be anticipated from the international correlational analyses. Recently, Hunter et al. (7) reported on a pooled analysis of seven cohort studies of dietary fat and breast cancer, which included 4980 breast cancer cases arising in the follow-up of more than 300 000 women. They reported an estimated RR of only 1.05 (95% confidence interval = 0.94-1. 16 ) for the highest compared with the lowest quintile of calorie-adjusted total fat intake. The authors noted a similar lack of trend across percent energy from fat quintiles, with a somewhat elevated breast cancer incidence among women whose reported energy intake from fat was less than 15% or less than 20%. The seven cohort studies each used a food-frequency instrument for dietary assessment and included a "validation" subsample in which an additional, more comprehensive dietary approach, involving multiple food records or recalls, was used. Hunter et al. commented that using these validation data to provide a measurement error correction had little impact on their analyses. Differences between these cohort and case-control study results could be due to differing populations studied and differing dietary instruments, to differing control for energy intake, to recall bias in the case-control studies, or to dietary measurement error biases in one or both sets of studies.
Existing measurement error models {8-11) assume either that the validation sample data are without measurement error or that any such error is independent of both the true dietary exposure and all other study subject characteristics. However, measurement errors for protein consumption under various dietary selfreport instruments have been shown to be correlated (12) . Also, there is a growing body of literature (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) describing the use of doubly labeled water and other techniques to obtain objective measures of total energy expenditure while controlling for physical activity. These studies consistently showed obese persons to underreport calorie intake substantially, perhaps by 25%-50%, on food records and other forms of dietary self-report. For example, a recent study in Denmark (15) indicated that selfreported energy intake among middle-aged and older women was underestimated in an approximately linear fashion across deciles of percent body fat. The estimated degree of underreporting increased from near zero at the lowest body fat decile to 30%-40% in the upper three deciles. Furthermore, protein energy, calculated from urinary nitrogen output, was underreported to a considerably lesser degree than was total energy,' making it likely that both total fat and percent energy from fat are increasingly underreported as percent body fat increases.
In this study, a more relaxed measurement model is introduced by allowing all measurement error parameters to depend on body mass index (BMI) (i.e., weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters) categories and by incorporating a random underreporting quantity that applies to each dietary selfreport instrument. The implication of these measurement model improvements is then examined in an attempt to understand the varying results of analytic epidemiologic studies of dietary fat and breast cancer among postmenopausal women and to identify future research strategies in the diet-and-disease arena.
Methods
The relaxed measurement model referred to above was applied to food record and food-frequency data from the National Cancer Institute-sponsored Women's Health Trial. The Women's Health Trial was a randomized, controlled, feasibility trial of a low-fat dietary pattern carried out among 303 women (184 intervention and 119 control) in the age range of 45-69 years; the trial took place from 1985 through 1988 in Cincinnati (OH), Houston (TX), and Seattle (WA) {18, 19) .
All Women's Health Trial participants were instructed on how to keep food records on standardized forms. Records that involved 4 consecutive days of food recording, including 1 weekend day (i.e., 4-day food records [4DFRs]), were obtained al baseline (before randomization) and at 6, 12, and 24 months after randomization. A nutritionist reviewed the records for accuracy, legibility, and completeness. The inability to provide a food record of sufficient quality precluded trial participation. 4DFRs were coded and analyzed at the Nutrition Coordinating Unit at Tufts University (Boston, MA). The University of Massachusetts Nutrient Databank (Worcester, MA), based on the U.S. Department of Agriculture Revised Handbook 8 (20) , was used to derive nutrient consumption estimates from food record information. A self-administered foodfrequency questionnaire (FFQ), which attempted to ascertain usual dietary habits during the preceding months (12 months at baseline and 6 months subsequently), was also provided at baseline and at 6, 12, and 24 months. At baseline and at 6 months, a questionnaire developed by Willett et al. (21) and its accompanying nutrient database were used. At 12 and 24 months, a similar questionnaire developed by Block et al. (22) was used. To avoid dietary intervention influences on measurement properties, only baseline data and post-randomization dietary data from control group women were used in these analyses. These data, along with baseline height and weight, and hence BMI, were used to build a measurement model for both total (daily) fat intake and for percent energy from fat, the details of which will be presented in the "Results" section.
To characterize the influence of measurement error in fat-intake assessment on the results of analytic epidemiologic studies, we assumed that the strong associations between measures of dietary fat and postmenopausal breast cancer seen in international correlational analyses were due entirely to fat consumption. The measurement model developed using Women's Health Trial data was then used to examine the extent to which such strong associations are attenuated and distorted by measurement error in dietary assessment. For example, if the strong signal assumed from international comparisons is largely masked by measurement error in 4DFRs and FFQs, it would follow that these instruments may well be inadequate for the reliable assessment of trends between disease risk and fat intake in cohort or case-control studies, regardless of study size.
The international data from 21 countries previously mentioned (5) were used to specify models for postmenopausal breast cancer risk as a function of fat intake. These data consisted of age-adjusted breast cancer incidence rates among women in the age range of 55-69 years around 1980, from volume 5 of Cancer Incidence in Five Continents (23) , and national per capita supply data for total fat and total calories for the time period 1975-1977 (24) . These data suggest an approximately linear relationship between breast cancer risk and either the logarithm of per capita total fat or the logarithm of percent energy from fat, and parameters were estimated by use of simple linear regression. Because logarithms of dietary data are used, the regression coefficients would be unaltered if the per capita supply estimates were rescaled to enhance their agreement with corresponding nutrient consumption estimates. The 21 countries include the United States and several other Western countries, precluding any noteworthy extrapolation in application to Women's Health Trial fat-intake data.
Results

Measurement Model Development
Denote by Z,-the "true" fat-intake measure for the ith study subject. For example, Z,-may be defined as the logarithm of average daily grams of fat consumed over a time period pertinent to cancer risk, say during the past 10 years. The use of logaritiimic transformations is common in nutritional epidemiology as a means of inducing nutrient intakes that are approximately normally distributed. Denote by X 1( the corresponding 4DFR fat-intake measure. A standard measurement model (11) for the "validation" sample measure X u would assume X,, = Z,• + £,,-,
where £|, is a measurement error that is assumed to be statistically independent of Z, and of all other study subject characteristics. In this context, one can think of £j/ as primarily due to variations in dietary habits among 4-day periods within the preceding decade, but other sources of error include recording errors or omissions by the study subject and nutrient database inaccuracies. These latter sources of error can be expected to lead to positive correlations among e h values based on 4DFRs kept by the jth subjects at different 4-day recording periods. Similarly, trends in fat consumption for a study subject during the preceding decade would tend to induce positive correlations among errors (£|,-) if food recording periods are close in time. A similar measurement model, t-2,' [2] could be considered for an FFQ fat-intake measure X 2l . Here, the error term £2; can reflect variations among the time periods (e.g., preceding 6 or 12 months) for which an FFQ would attempt to ascertain usual dietary habits, errors due to the choice of food items listed in the FFQ or due to the related nutrient database, and inaccuracies on the part of the study subject in recalling the frequency of consuming various foods and usual portion sizes. A traditional measurement model would assume Z,, £|,-, and £ 2 , to be statistically independent and normally distributed. Under these circumstances, measurement error merely adds noise to the dietary assessment, and RRs are simply attenuated toward unity. Specifically, if the breast cancer RR depends on the true fat measure Z according to where p is a regression coefficient and ZQ is a reference value, then the RR as a function of the 4DFR measure X, is to an excellent approximation
[jj where X, o is a reference value and X = {correlation (X^( standard deviation X 2 /standard deviation X,)} is an attenuation coefficient. A corresponding expression holds for RR(X 2 ), the RR as a function of an FFQ measure of dietary fat. It may be important to relax the assumption that measurement error is independent of the true fat intake for the nonvalidation (FFQ) measure X^. This can be accomplished by writing this measurement error as the sum of two components. The first may depend on Z,, but it does not vary with repeat applications of an FFQ, whereas the second does vary with repeat applications and will be taken to be independent of Z, -and of the first error component, giving u = Z2i + E2;. [4] where E^ has been redefined to be the second component of error just mentioned and Z^ is the sum of Z, and the first error component. Expressions [1] and [4] and normal distribution assumptions imply that the conditional expectation of the true fat intake Z, is a linear function of the corresponding 4DFR and FFQ measures, consistent with the regression calibration measurement model approach (8,9,11) used by Hunter et al. (7) in their measurement error corrections of cohort studies of fat and breast cancer.
The measurement model given by [1] and [4] , though state of the art, does not acknowledge the underreporting of energy and fat as a function of body mass, as noted in the introduction. Hence, the measurement model will be refined by allowing all model parameters to vary across categories v = 1,.. ., m of BMI and by introducing an underreporting variable W that applies to both 4DFR and FFQ assessments. For study subject 1 in BMI category v, one then has JJV -Z 2|V [5] where the mean and variance of the true fat intake Z n will be written as (i,, and a 2 ,, respectively; for Z^v, these will be denoted by (i 2v and a\\, respectively; for W m they will be denoted by a,, and r\l, respectively. Without loss of generality, the mean of £,-, v can be taken to be zero, while the variance will be denoted 8^, j = 1, 2. All quantities on the right side of the expressions in model [5] , except Z, v and Z 2lv , are assumed to be independent and normally distributed, conditional on BMI category. This measurement model will be applied with baseline BMI values grouped into tertiles (m = 3), but BMI quintiles and deciles were also examined with RR projections very similar to those shown below. For convenience of terminology, E|, v and E2, v will be referred to as the noise, or random, aspects of measurement error, while W IV will be referred to as the systematic error component, although it should be remembered that Z^v may also include systematic measurement error.
Measurement Model Fitting
From [5] , the 4DFR and FFQ measures X Uv and X 2 ; v in BMI category v have a mean (\i v + a^ u. 2v + cO and variance matrix [6] Note that the covariance between X lh , and X 2lv is the sum of a term Y v°v°2^ arising from the correlation y v between Z, v and Z2,v and a term vfc coming from their shared systematic bias.
The parameters in [6] were estimated by use of data from the Women's Health Trial. The repeat 4DFRs and FFQs on women randomly assigned to the dietary control group can help in parameter estimation. We focus on the control group 4DFR and FFQ assessments X Uv and X^ at 1 year after randomization. In accordance with [5] , assume that [7] where the noise variates E 1IV and E 2IV are normally distributed, with the mean equal to zero and the variance equal to 8?,, and 8^ respectively, independent of the other variates in [5] . The fact that the FFQ of Willett et al. (21) was used at baseline and the FFQ of Block et al. (22) was used at 1 year allows instrument differences related to choice of food items and portion-size ascertainment strategies to be included in the FFQ noise measurement error component. An additional assumption is required to separately estimate aj and v\t. We will proceed, somewhat arbitrarily, by supposing that the 4DFR noise-to-signal ratios ftf^/al are constant across BMI categories, so that the relative degree of variability of the fat consumption between 4-day recording periods is assumed to be common across BMI tertiles. It turns out that this assumption leads to estimates of the true log-fat and log-percent energy from fat-intake variances, al, that are nearly constant across BMI categories. An assumption of a 2 , = a 2 for all v would provide an equally attractive modeling step and would yield results very similar to those given below.
The measurement model fining can be completed by specifying a value for r\], the systematic error variance in the lowest BMI category, or equivalently by specifying the correlation Pi i = r|i/(T|| + 5n) between the baseline and 1-year 4DFR measurement errors at v = 1. In view of the lesser average underreporting of calories at lower body mass, one expects pn to be less than the corresponding measurement error correlations P\v = ^/(Tiy + of,,) in the other BMI categories. A value of p u = 0 (uncorrelated measurement errors) will be considered, and the sensitivity of RR projections to small values of pn in the range of 0.0-0.20 will be examined.
With these specifications, all the parameters in the variance model [6] can be estimated as functions of the sample variances sj v of Xj iv values, the sample correlations rp between X ;iV and Xj iv values, and the sample correlations between X llv and Xj^ as is elaborated in Appendix 1. Table 1 shows these values and sample means for both log-total fat and log-percent energy from fat broken down by baseline BMI tertile (m = 3). Baseline calculations included all 303 women entered in the Women's Health Trial, whereas baseline to 1-year correlations were restricted to the 109 control group women who provided both a 4DFR and an FFQ at 1 year. Each BMI tertile consisted of 101 women. BMI ranges in the lowest, middle, and highest tertiles were 16.6 to less than 23.3, 23.3 to less than 26.7, and 26.7 to 35.4, respectively. The similarity in fat-intake sample means across BMI tertiles for the two dietary instruments suggests a similar degree of underreporting as a function of body mass. The higher baseline to 1-year 4DFR fat-intake correlations in higher BMI tertiles perhaps reflect more strongly correlated measurement errors. Table 2 shows estimated measurement model parameters at specified values of the correlation pn between baseline and 1-year 4DFR measurement errors in the lowest BMI tertile. Note the higher values of the estimated correlation between baseline and 1-year 4DFR measurements in higher BMI categories, as would be expected with more variable underreporting. The estimated baseline to 1-year FFQ measurement error correlations are also larger in higher BMI categories, as are the estimated correlations between baseline 4DFR and baseline FFQ measurement errors. As mentioned previously, the estimated variance aj of the true fat-intake measurement, whether log-total fat or logpercent energy from fat, varies little across BMI categories.
Constancy of cj suggests a similar degree of variability among individuals in true fat intake across BMI tertiles, but with possibly differing absolute amounts. Table 2 shows that the estimated true fat-intake variance constitutes only a small fraction of the total intake sample variance for the 4DFR measurements and an even smaller fraction for the FFQ measurements and that these estimated fractions are lower among women having larger BMI values. The final rows of Table 2 show the estimated fraction, T| v , /<:," of the sample covariance between baseline 4DFR and FFQ fat-intake estimates that is attributable to measurement error correlation. Most of the covariance is attributable to measurement error correlation in the higher BMI categories under this measurement model. Table 2 also indicates that these fractions are quite sensitive to the magnitude of the 4DFR measurement error correlation (p,,) in the lowest BMI tertile.
Postmenopausal Breast Cancer RR Projections
The estimated coefficients from the regression of log-breast cancer incidence among women aged 55-69 years in 21 countries on corresponding log-per capita fat supply estimates were p = 1.341 for log-total fat and (3 = 1.380 for log-percent energy from fat. As previously mentioned, a corresponding exponential form RR model exp{p\Z -ZQ)} will be assumed, where Z is the "true" fat intake, and RRs as a function of 4DFR and FFQ fat-intake measures will be estimated under varying levels of acknowledgment of measurement error. Estimated RRs will be presented for the 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th'percentiles of the fat-intake distribution in comparison with the 10th percentile, since these will correspond closely with the RRs across fat-intake quintile categories, which are commonly used in nutritional epidemiology reporting. Under the normal distribution assumptions previously mentioned, the estimated 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles for daily grams of total fat are 47.0, 60. •Mean = ji + a; SD = standard deviation; corr. = correlation (r). The first row of Table 3 shows that international data-projected RRs would vary substantially across total fat-intake percentiles if dietary assessment measurement errors could be entirely overlooked. For example, the projected RR for the 90% versus the 10% fat-intake percentile is 3.08 for the 4DFR and 4.00 for the FFQ. Corresponding RRs would be about 1.8-1.9 for the 90th versus the 10th percentile of percent energy from fat if both random and systematic aspects of dietary assessment measurement error could be ignored. Table 3 also shows RR projections under the oversimplified measurement model given by [1] and [2] , which assumes baseline 4DFR and FFQ measurement errors not to be correlated and makes no provision for systematic measurement errors. The sample correlation between baseline 4DFR and FFQ total fat measures is 0.310, giving estimated attenuation coefficients A in [3] of (3.10) (0.404) (0.327)"' = 0.383 for the 4DFR and 0.251 for the FFQ. Based on a sample correlation of 0.407 between baseline 4DFR and FFQ percent energy from fat measures, the attenuation coefficient in [3] is estimated by 0.407 (0.176) (0.170)"' = 0.421 for the 4DFR and 0.393 for the FFQ percent energy from fat measures. As shown in Table 3 , the international data-projected RRs are much reduced by this acknowledgment of the noise aspect of measurement error, with RRs for the 90th percentile versus the 10th percentile reduced to about 1.5 for total fat and to less than 1.3 for percent energy from fat for both dietary assessment instruments. These RR projections still ignore a systematic underreporting of fat intake, especially among obese persons. Variation between individuals in the extent of such underreporting causes correlations among the measurement errors associated with the 4DFR and FFQ instruments and correlation among measurement errors when such instruments are used at multiple points in time. The measurement model [5] acknowledges these systematic biases, as well as the noise aspect of measurement error.
Appendix 2 shows formulae for estimating RRs under model [5] . Tables 4 and 5 present international data-projected RRs under [5] , using the parameter estimates given in Table 2 , as a function of the correlation (pn) between baseline and 1-year 4DFR measurement errors in the lowest BMI fertile and as a function of oil,,, the average fat-intake underreporting in BMI fertile v, v = 1, 2, 3. Motivated by the data of Heitmann and Lessner (75), we assume a h ,, a 2v , and (X3,. to be of the form 0, a<)/2, and OQ, respectively, and let (XQ take values of 0, log(0.75) --0.288, or log(0.50) = -0.693, corresponding to 0%, 25%, and 50% average fat-intake underreporting, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that BMI is not a breast cancer risk factor, except by virtue of its relationship to fat intake. Table 4 presents international data-projected RRs for total fat. In comparison with the data in Table 3 , one sees that allowing for a systematic component to measurement error has led to much reduced projected RRs. For example, at p n = 0.10, which assumes a small positive correlation between 4DFRs at baseline and 1 year, and cto = -0.288, which corresponds to 0, 12.5%, and 25% average total fat-intake underreporting in the lowest, middle, and upper BMI tertiles, respectively, one has projected RRs for the 90th versus the 10th total fat-intake percentiles of only 1.09 for the 4DFR and 1.11 for the FFQ. The projected RRs in Table 4 are not highly sensitive to the average underreporting parameter (Oo), but they decrease markedly as the 4DFR measurement error correlation in the lowest BMI tertile is allowed to increase. In fact, the RR trends (not shown) are completely eliminated at values of 0.2 or greater for this correlation. Table 5 shows corresponding projected RRs across percent energy from fat percentiles. For example, at pn = 0.10 andao = -0.288, the projected RRs range from 1.00 up to 1.11 for both the 4DFR and FFQ in comparison with ranges from 1.00 to 1.28 or 1.27 when only the noise aspect of measurement error in percent calories from fat is acknowledged. Again, these projections are rather sensitive to the p n specification but not to the average underreporting parameter (0LQ).
As mentioned previously, Hunter et al. (7) argued that the absence of reduction in breast cancer risk among women reporting very low levels of percent energy from fat provided evidence of a lack of importance of dietary fat as a breast cancer risk factor. Table 6 presents international data-projected breast cancer RRs under the measurement model [5] at 20% and 15% energy from fat. The sensitivities seen in Tables 4 and 5 reverse for these extreme projections, with substantial sensitivity to the average percent energy from fat-intake underreporting across BMI tertiles. For example, at pn = 0.10 andot o = -0.288, one projects RRs of 1.08 and 1.06 at 20% and 15% energy from fat, respectively, as measured by the 4DFR and RRs of 1.07 and 1.18 at 20% and 15% energy from fat, respectively, as measured by the FFQ. Similar projected RR elevations were also obtained at very low levels of log-total fat (not shown). It may seem paradoxical that the strong positive relationship between fat intake and breast cancer risk estimated from the international correlational analyses could yield projected excess risk at very low reported fat intakes when taking account of measurement errors. These increases in projected RR occur because of the greater measurement error variance in the highest BMI tertile in conjunction with very weak associations between true and measured fat intake in this tertile. Specifically, the estimated probabilities that a person reporting a 20%-calories-from-fat diet is in the lowest, middle, and highest BMI tertile are 3.7%, 12.8%, and 83.6%, respectively, for the 4DFR and 16.2%, 14.4%, and 69.3%, respectively, for the FFQ. Also, the breast cancer probabilities increase as a function of OQ in higher BMI categories, explaining the sensitivity of these projections to the a® specification. Table 4 . International data-projected relative risks for breast cancer across percentiles of log-total fat intake under measurement model [5] *See text for details. I4DFR = 4-day food record; BMI = body mass index; FFQ = food-frequency questionnaire. tMean underreporting of log-fat intake is assumed to be of the form 0, a</2, and a^ in lowest, middle, and highest BMI tertiles, respectively. §Refercnee category. *Sec text for details. t4DFR = 4-day food record; BMI = body mass index; FFQ = food-frequency questionnaire. JMean underreporting of log-fat intake is assumed to be of the form 0, <X(/2, and o^ in lowest, middle, and highest BMI tertiles, respectively. §Reference category.
Discussion
The measurement model [5] has been proposed for 4DFR and FFQ measures of total fat and percent energy from fat. This model is more flexible than the models previously proposed in that it incorporates an underreporting variable, common to the 4DFR and FFQ measures. Total energy-intake underreporting is well documented, and the average underreporting of energy intake appears to be rather similar among dietary self-report instruments and to be greater among persons having greater body mass. Undoubtedly, the extent of underreporting varies among persons at a given body mass, leading to a random underreporting variable as in [5] . It seems likely that selected high-fat foods are particularly underreported, especially since energy from protein, as estimated from urinary nitrogen output, is evidently underreported to a lesser extent on average than is total energy
(15).
Application of this measurement model to baseline and 1-year 4DFR and FFQ data from the Women's Health Trial indicates that both of these dietary instruments are sufficiently limited that even the strong association between dietary fat and postmenopausal breast cancer incidence suggested by international correlational analyses is reduced to a very weak or nonexistent RR association across total fat or percent energy from fat quintiles. Since the fat-intake distributions estimated by 4DFR and FFQ measurements in the Women's Health Trial are similar to those in the cohort studies pooled by Hunter et al. (7), these projections cast doubt on the claim by Hunter et al. that lowering fat intake in midlife is unlikely to reduce the risk for breast cancer substantially. The RR projections shown in Table 5 seem generally compatible with RRs of 1.00, 1.01, 1.12, 1.07, and 1.05 across quintiles of calorie-adjusted fat intake, as reported by Hunter et al. (7), based on FFQs. Hence, under the measurement model [5] , one could equally regard the results of Hunter Table 6 . International data-projected relative risks for breast cancer at very low levels of percent calories from fat under measurement model [5] 'See text for details. t4DFR = 4-day food record; BMI = body mass index; FFQ = food-frequency questionnaire.
et al. as supportive of the strong international correlational association. It is more difficult to judge the compatibility of the projected RRs with values of 1.00, 1.20, 1.24, 1.24, and 1.46 for postmenopausal breast cancer across the total fat-intake quintiles in a Canadian case-control study, as reported by Howe et al. (6) on the basis of the data from 12 case-control studies. These studies used a variety of dietary instruments, each having its own measurement properties, and included populations having low-fat eating patterns, as well as Western populations. Hence, the lowest fat-intake quintile presumably includes a substantial fraction of the study sample in the low-fat-consuming populations, perhaps explaining the corresponding lower breast cancer incidence. An RR of 1.46/1.20 = 1.22 between the fifth and the second quintiles appears to be more compatible with the projections of Table 4 .
Available data do not allow one to apply the measurement model [5] without some additional assumptions. In the application to the data of the Women's Health Trial, pertinent data included only baseline 4DFR and FFQ fat-intake estimates and BMIs, along with 4DFR and FFQ assessments at 1 year from dietary control group women. For parameter identification, the signal-to-noise ratio for 4DFR log-total fat and 4DFR log-percent energy from fat assessments was assumed to be constant across BMI tertiles. This specification implies that, aside from systematic errors, women have a similar degree of variability in their dietary patterns across dietary-recording periods, regardless of BMI. This assumption is plausible, but it requires actual validation data for verification. Under this measurement model, RRs can be projected as a function of 4DFR and FFQ assessments upon specifying pn, the measurement error correlation among 4DFR assessments in the lowest BMI tertile, and the average 4DFR underreporting across BMI tertiles.
Concerning pn, one may expect some positive measurement error correlation between baseline and 1-year 4DFRs, owing to possible lack of social desirability of a very low body mass. For example, correlations between baseline and 1-year 4DFR total fat estimates are 0.19, 0.06, and 0.02 in the lowest three deciles of baseline BMi; suggesting a positive measurement error correlation in the lowest decile. The results of Heitmann and Lessner (15) also suggested an average overreporting of total energy among women in the lowest body mass decile. In addition, one can note that the correlation between baseline and 2-year control group 4DFR total fat estimates is only 0.080, compared with 0.188 for the corresponding baseline to 1-year correlation, suggesting an estimate of at least 0.1 for the total fat measurement error correlation.
The RR projections in Tables 4 and 5 are not very sensitive to the average underreporting specifications 0, <xJ2, and o<o across BMI tertiles. Nevertheless, one could use the results of the Danish study (75) to suggest an approximate 35% average underreporting of total energy in the highest BMI tertile, compared with an approximate 20% average underreporting of protein energy. If, for example, carbohydrate and alcohol calories were also underreported by 20% on average in the highest BMI tertile, one would obtain under the 4DFR baseline macronutrient distribution reported in the Women's Health Trial (19) a corresponding underreporting of total fat by 49% on average and of percent energy from fat by 22% on average. These exercises may cause one to pay particular attention to RR projections at Pn =0.10 and at 0^= log(0.75) = -0.288 in interpreting Tables  4-6 . These specifications lead to international data-projected RRs of 1.00, 1.00, 1.02, 1.05, and 1.11 across FFQ total fat percentiles (Table 4 ) and 1.00, 1.02, 1.04, 1.06, and 1.11 across FFQ percent energy from fat percentiles (Table 5) . Clearly, it would be inadvisable to undertake a cohort or case-control study in an attempt to identify RRs of this magnitude. Corresponding projected RRs at 20%, 15%, and 10% of energy from fat as compared with 27.8% of energy are 1.07, 1.18, and 1.23, based on the FFQ, so that dietary assessment measurement error can provide a possible explanation for the observation (7) of somewhat elevated breast cancer risk if extremely low percent energy from fat is reported by Western women, even if there is a highly positive association between actual fat consumption and disease risk.
The measurement model proposed here leads to certain predictions that could be examined in relation to the data from cohort or case-control studies. For example, RR trends across measured fat-intake categories are predicted to be stronger among women having lower BMI values. Also, this model predicts that women reporting very low levels of fat intake will tend to have high BMI values. Alternatively, such women may have variable BMIs if they undertake "yo-yo" patterns of dieting in an attempt to lose weight.
It is also interesting to examine the implications of the RR model leading to Tables 4-6 for BMI as a risk factor. The breast cancer probability as a function of BMI category v alone is proportional to exp((i v fi+ VSaJp 2 ). For example, at p,| = 0.10 and Oo = -0.288, projected RRs for BMI tertiles, taking the lowest tertile as reference, are 1.00, 1.23, and 1.47 based on the fitted model for total fat and 1.00, 1.31, and 1.52 based on the model for percent energy from fat (the slight difference being due to the differing RR models for the two fat-intake measures), rather similar to previously reported RRs for postmenopausal breast cancer (25) . Corresponding projected RRs at OQ = 0 are nearly flat; at oto = -0.693, they rise from 1 to more than 2 across BMI tertiles and, hence, are less consistent with the literature on BMI in relation to postmenopausal breast cancer.
The RR projections leading to Tables 4-6 were repeated with the use of the control group FFQs at 6 months rather than 1 year from randomization, in which case the FFQ of Willett et al. (21) is used at both time points. Projected RRs were substantially similar to but slightly more disparate from unity than those shown in Tables 4-6 . Similarly, the use of control group dietary data at 2 years rather than at 1 year leads to RR projections that agree substantially with those shown in Tables 4-6 .
Corresponding RRs were also projected for colon cancer among women aged 55-69 years, again beginning with a model exp{p(Z -ZQ)) for RR as a function of log-fat intake. These projections were again similar to but more disparate from unity than those given in Tables 4-6, owing to colon cancer RR parameter estimates (P = 1.526 for log-total fat and P = 1.867 for log-percent energy from fat) that are somewhat larger than the corresponding breast cancer estimates given above. A reviewer has pointed out that some nutritional epidemiologists view the analytic epidemiologic data on dietary fat to be more consistent for colon cancer than for breast cancer and that they have used this perspective as an argument against the fat-andbreast-cancer hypothesis. Explanations for any such difference may again include dietary fat assessment measurement error. For example, there are reasons to think {5,26) that polyunsaturated fats (e.g., omega-6 fatty acids) may have a particular role in breast cancer promotion, with saturated fats also contributing to risk, whereas saturated fats may play a central promotional role in colon cancer. Differential measurement error properties of saturated and polyunsaturated fats using food records or food frequencies could then easily lead to noticeably different RR estimates as a function of self-reported fat intake, even if breast and colon cancers have an equally important overall relationship with dietary fat. It also seems worth noting that analytic epidemiologic studies of self-reported diet have sometimes [e.g., (27) ] been unable to provide consistent evidence of an association between intake of dietary fat and coronary heart disease, in spite of the widespread acceptance of such an association based on well-documented effects of dietary fat on blood cholesterol (28) .
It is natural to ask whether the inclusion of biomarker substudies can enhance the reliability of analytic epidemiologic studies of fat consumption and disease risk. While there is at present no satisfactory biomarker of long-term fat consumption, there are various blood markers that respond to variations in fat intake and are presumably free of systematic bias related to study subject body mass or other social desirability (29) characteristics. For example, one could add to model [5] a biomarker measurement where Z 3lV is positively correlated with the true intake Z, v and independent of the error terms in [5] , while the noise term £3^ is independent of Z 3lv ,and all quantities in [5] . This setup may permit at least a valid test of trend between disease risk and true fat intake, but this topic will not be pursued here.
The measurement model fitted here suggests that 4DFRs and FFQs are very weak instruments for use in analytic epidemiologic studies of dietary fat intake and disease. Only a small fraction of the reported variation in dietary fat is attributable to true variations in fat intake, and this latter variation may be dominated by systematic and random measurement errors. Hence, other research strategies may be necessary to make progress in this important research area. One such strategy is that of full-scale dietary intervention trials with disease outcomes, as is included in the Women's Health Initiative (30) , although cost and logistics imply that very few intervention trials of this type will be practical. Another promising strategy would improve upon international correlational analyses by relating age-and sex-specific disease rates from good-quality cancer registries worldwide to corresponding dietary recall and cancer risk factor data obtained by surveying moderate numbers of study subjects in the catchment areas of such registries (31, 32) . By virtue of aggregating dietary and confounding factor data among study subjects in a given registry area, one can essentially eliminate the noise aspect of measurement error, while the potential wide variation among dietary habits of populations covered by existing cancer registries further reduces the systematic error-to-signal ratio in dietary self-report. A study of this type is currently in the planning stages. 
